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INTRODUCTION 
It has been said that man is a social being . 
While he is involved in this process of being social~ 
the relations he has with others constitutes an exchange 
or interaction which is termed dynamics. Since these 
relations also occur in large social exchanges, they are 
often referred to as group dynamics . When this situation 
is considered only among dormitory-residing college men, 
it is believed that we can enhance or discourage these 
group dynamics through the use of various physical 
structures. The purpose of this paper was to deal with 
two such structures and the dynamics therein. 
It is true that the amount and degree of any type 
of group-structuring ability present in college men differs. 
It will be conceded that a large factor explaining the 
difference is the individual ' s personal composition 
that he takes to the setting and not the setting itself. 
However,, the purpose of the paper was to determine if an 
important, often overlooked, variable was the physical 
structure which housed the individuals,, the group , and 
thus affected group dynamics. In this case, did the 
dormitory in which the men lived affect the structuring 
of the groups? 
l 
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Since various goals are in mind when planning residence 
halls, one should not question the plans of the final 
structures only in terms of the enhancing or the discourag-
ing of group dynamics. For this reason , it should be 
stated that the purpose of this paper was not to advocate 
certain types of structures.. If physical structures are 
known to have an influence on the dynamics within , and the 
tendencies of these influences are lcnown, then that type 
of structure can be used to produce the desired dynamic 
effect . Also, if certain reactions are not wanted , . then 
planning can be done to attempt to avoid them. 
In order to determine to a degree what effect residence 
hall structures have on the residents within,, a questionaire 
was compiled and presented to the residents of random 
corridors in both Thomas and Douglas Halls. Both of these 
mens 1 residence halls , which are located at Eastern Illinois 
University, are subject to a similar campus environment . 
However , they do have very different physical structures . 
Thomas Hall is approximately two and one-half times 
as large as Douglas Hall, utilizes a cafeteria board system, 
and contains four levels of living. It was believed that 
the area which most affected the individual was b-.is own 
corridor. It was this corridor that was a concern of the 
paper . The corridor is long ,, narrow, and straight. 
On one side , the side nearest the wall, are the rooms . On 
the other side are rest rooms,. showers ,, s t airs ,, and closet s •. 
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Douglas Hall, the older of the two, utilizes, for the 
most part, a family-style boarding system and conta~ns three 
lev_els of living. The contrast between the two is in the 
corridors. Douglas Hall is designed on the right-angle 
system. Therefore each regular corridor is similar to a 
capital letter L. The rest rooms are located at the inner 
vertex of the L, and the rest of the area is allocated to 
rooms. There are rooms on both sides of the corridor. It 
can be seen that the corridors in the two structures mentioned 
are vastly different. This was the basis for this study of 
residence hall dynamics. 
CHAPTER II 
TH:: PR::::.EENTATION OF T~-m HYI'OTHESIS AND THE ~iuESTIONAIRE 
The writer is familar vith a dormitry slmilar to 
Douglas Hall . From this experience it is known that in 
every structure there are assets and disadvantages which 
the average onlooker might dismiss or completely overlook . 
With this in mind , it was realized that one might be biased 
or ignorant of cert~in aspects of Thomas Hall . These aspects 
coulcl prove to be significR.nt or important to the study. 
Therefore arrangements were made to live at Thomas Hall for 
a period of two weeks . After this was completed it ~as felt 
that preparation had been made to continue with the study . 
The orignal hypothesis included the follo1·ing state-
ments for consideration . 
1 . Different physical structures have a 
different affect on group dynamics . 
2A . The Thomas Hall structure discourages 
group dynamics. 
2B . The Douglas Hall structure encourages 
group dynamics . 
3A . The size of the dynamic- interc.ction 
groups in Thomas Hall will be smaller . 
3B . The size of the dynamic - interc.ction 
groups in Thomas Hall will be larger ... 
4A . There ·will be more groups in the 
Thomas Hall arrangement . 
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4B . There will be fewer groups in the 
Douglas Hall arrangement . 
In order to check the hypothesis it was essential to 
arrive at the social groupings that were present in the 
corridors. No arbitrary method could be used because 
personal bias could unconsciously sway the results . There-
fore a stat istical method for finding the groups was devel-
oped . This took the form of a questionaire and contained 
eighteen it ems . 
The following is a copy of the questionaire . 
Name 
~~~-----------Room Number~-------
1 . Indicate your class rank . FR . SOPH. 
JR. SR . 
2 . vith whom on the corridor would you prefer 
to go with to the Union? 
1. 2 . 
~~~~---------~ 
3. How would you rate study (quiet ) hours? 
Excellent Good Adequate 
Sub-Adequate __ Poor__ ---
4. What is your relationship with the resident 
assistant ? 
Yery good __ Good __ Adverage __ Below 
Average ___ Other 
5. In which room on the corridor do you go 
in order to talk, joke, or converse about 
things of interest to you?~------~·-------
6. In which second room on the corridor do you 
sometimes gather to talk and joke? ______ _ 
Who are the individuals who live in this 
room? Please rank them in the order that 
you think they are responsible for this 
being the gathering place . 
1 . 2 . 
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7. List two other rooms on the corridor that you 
have observed serving the functton of the 
gathering place . 1 . 2 . 
8 . ~ho is your closest friend on the corridor 
discounting your roommate? 
9 . What is your relationship with the corridor 
chairman? 
Very goO'd __ Good __ Average __ 
Below Average __ Other __ 
10 . Do you find it hard to study because of 
people coming in and out of your room? 
Yes Sometimes No~--~-
11 . :morn do you consider to be top l eaders 
among the members of the corridor? 
1 . 2·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 . Do most of your friends live on the corridor? 
13 . 1hen considering yourself and your cl ose friend 
on the corridor together , what is your overall 
relationship with the corridor chai r man? 
Very Good __ Good_ · _ Average __ 
Below Average~- Other 
14 . How many quarters have you lived on the 
corridor? 
15 . When considering yourself and your close friend 
on the corridor together , what is your over all 
relationshi p with the resident assistant ? 
16 . Who on the corridor. coul d give the r esident 
assistant the most t r ouble if he so desired? 
17 . Whom on the corridor woul d you pr efe r to study 
with assuming your.cl asses were t he same . 
18 . Li s t ~ome of your f r iends of the corridor . 
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The items on the questionaire had been divided into 
four areas: personal information, ~rsonal preference , 
grogQ ~reference, and individual opinion. 
By personal information is meant questions which are 
useful in obtaining information about the individual. They 
, 
are not useful in determining groups except to the degree 
that they might show that the individuals composing the 
groups were atypical . If this had been indicated, then the 
groups they composed would not be suitable for study. 
Questions numbered one, four, eight, twelve, and fourteen 
are included in this category. They will be individually 
explained later. The room number blank on the questionaire 
is not a· question . liowever it is of value and it was 
included here because in the trail groupings it was used 
as a reference ~oint . 
The category nersonal Qreference was the preliminary 
category designed to give the simplest groupings possible 
After several sociometric patterns had been formulated, 
some using all answers , some all answers but one , etc ., 
the results were considered to be the basic groups . "Basic " 
because the interplay is so great that the grou:ps are seldom 
stabel and therefore , seldom measurable . This being the 
case , the various possible groupings had ~o be sort ed in 
order to arrive at the most typical arrangement . Since all 
of this was very basic to the group interaction, there were 
six items included which indicated preferences . These items 
were numbered two , four , five , six , seven , nin~ and seventeen . 
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Since there were many variables present in the answering 
of just one item, such as question six, a great deal of 
consideration was given to the construction of sociograms . 
Although this area is termed .12...§.rsonal £reference , it was 
recognized that there were group pressures present which 
subconsciously could have affected the npersonal " answers 
given. Therefore questions five and six were designed to 
arrive at the "personal" choice, whether it was the first 
answer given or the fourth . By getting the four sociograms 
ae nearly congruent as possible, the results were regarded 
as the groupings for the study. 
The third category , group nreference , included three 
items . These were questions seven, thirteen, and fifteen . 
Question seven is bne of observation , while the other two 
are firsthand responses which parallel items four and nine. 
This gives a composite of individual preferences , thus a 
type of group preference, which, when compared to the 
original individual answers, gives a measure of a type of 
group dynamics . 
The last bro~d category is individual opinion . On 
the questionaire , items three, seven, ten , and sixteen fall 
into this category , but they are used in conjunction with 
other items. They are used to determine whether group 
opinion on certain questions is defferent from individual 
opinion on the same questions . 
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To present the results of the questionaire and to 
illustrate the significance of the questionaire findings 
when compared to the original hypothesis, the findings of 
each item are presented in sequential order.-
CHAPTER III 
THE FINDINGS OF THE QUESTIONAIRE 
In this chapter, the results of the tabulation of 
responses for each questionaire item are_presenteQ . The 
items are presented i n sequential order rather than by 
area in order that the reader may follow the questionaire 
numbers . 
Questionaire item one: 
The class-ranking information relative to question 
one indicates that the composition of the corridors is 
not the same. Yet they are as typical for their respective 
buildings as could be obtained . The abundance of sophomores 
in Thomas Hall and the large number of freshmen in Douglas 
Hall is explained by the same reason. This study was made 
during the first year of occupancy for Thomas Hall . Most 
I • of the previouE year s freshmen chose to go to Thomas Hall 
and are represented in the sophomore column . Therefore 
the dormitory vacancies were in Douglas Hall and thus 
resulted in a freshman majority in this hall . 
10 
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. . . TOTFllL!S 
THOMAS 5 ,, 5 0 2.7 HALL 
DOU&LAS \4 2 6 3 25 HAL.\.. 
Questionaire item two: 
Item two is one of personal preference. From the 
preferences indicated r a sociogram for each bu lding was 
constructed. In the original hypothesis, it was stated 
that the Thomas Hall arrangernent was expected to d scourage 
group dynamics, to conta n fewe r members in each group , 
and to be composed of more groups. Also it was stated 
that the converse was expected for Douglas Hall. 
Stairs 
T\-\ \"\AS 
HALL 
........--·-
- •_.t[Jl:~ 
I ' , 
.... 
·- 324 
sta.ira J ... ~~~ v 
12 
~ 
~/?\---+-+------
'325 J v ~ ~ ·--r-tir----- --1 
@i ~ . ---a;""" ~~@~--_:__ __ _J 
·1® ®--~ 328 ·~_,_ _______ ..J 
, _ ___. ~ 
DOUGL/:\S 
HALL 
2.\5 2r1 o..iE~~e:I 
I 
I 
- ' 
13 
lr-2.35 INORE.-, 
L_ 
Z3 
22..9 
CL; s TS I 
~L_lb---jl-4-L-Z\_~~-'-!..2_L~~~L-Z--T--1-1-1-~2-2_4-'-~___J 
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From the tabulation of the returns , there are more 
groups in the Douglas Hall arrangement than in the Thomas 
Hall arrangement and they contain fewer members. However 
there was a greater percentage of non-group members in the 
Thomas Hall Samnling . The results of the tabulation in 
Douglas Hall was as expected, but the mass-group situation 
present in Thomas Hall.was not expected . A possible explana-
tion of this situation is that it is the result of the 
centering of the group on the corridor . Possibly many 
of the indicated members are passive , observation-members 
who indicate that they join the groups , but . they merely 
pass by the rooms or stop and observe . 
questionaire item three : 
In item number three individual opinion is stressed. 
This question was included for personal information and 
for a check to see that the two groups covered the range 
of opinion . The results are as follows : 
I' 
· CATEGOR\ES T"OMAS J.\l\LL t:iooGLl\S ~ALL-
EXCELLENT b \ 
.. 
G-ooo \4 
' '2. 
•• 
ADEQVATE 5 \0 
SUB-ADEQUATE 
' ' 
-
PooR. 2. 
'* 
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uestionaire items five , six , and seven : 
These items are used in conjunction with each other 
to determine the personal preferences present in the 
groups . The sum of the responses, four rooms and two 
pairs of residents, help to determine both the gathering 
places and the individuals responsible for this . If the 
responses had been limited to only two rooms , or to a pair 
of individuals , the results might have been pa rtia lly 
correct , but not indicative of the a ctual situation . 
Each resident filled out the response sheet , but 
some only indicated three choices. They had been 
instructec to leave portions of the questionaire blank 
if they could not indicate an accurate response . 
Below is a chart which ind icated the group head-
quarters and/or the meeting places. 
THOMPlS HALL DOUGLl\S Hl\LL 
ROOMS 308 3l0 3~ l3o2 ~:e 3'l8 !230 124g 2l.9 2.lb ~· 233 l:&t :i.n 1).4\ "Z2.0 
4 l2 19 IS 9 7 b \b g g b ~ 5 5 CHO\CES 7 7 7 
3 23 14 13 
" 
13 'd 5 
" 
7 4 lo 4 CHOICES 5 4-
z 11 g g 9 
" 
b -, 2 3 3 4 4 CHO\CES 
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From the chart indicating the Thomas Hall corridor room 
choices, it can be seen that rooms 308, 310, and 314 are the 
main and lasting choices. In this corridor two choices, or 
possible three, would have indicated beyond much doubt the 
most popular rooms. However, in the Douglas Hall corridor 
more rooms enjoyed the distinction of being popular . If 
only two choices had been tabulated in Douglas Hall, the 
returns would have been inaccurate. Three selections would 
not have helped the accuracy to any great degree, and four 
choics would have merely indicated that room 230 was the 
most popular . However , it can be seen that there are many 
gathering places in this corridor. 
As a result of the findings of the questionaire , it 
appears that point three of the original hypothesis is not 
valid under these survey conditions. Rather than the long, 
one sided-rooms of the corridor in Thomas Hall encouraging 
small, numerous groups , most residents gather near the middle 
of the corridor. One explanation is that thest rooms are 
by the rest areas. The Douglas Hall corridor did appearto 
be as expected. If only the first two selections had been 
tabulated four rooms would have received a majori ty of at 
least four votes over the others. It had been suspected 
that three or four votes would be so indicated. A rather 
interesting point is that in the Douglas Hall corridor, one 
rooms, 231, possessed such unity that it maintained seven 
votes regardless of the number of selections possible. 
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Questionaire item eight: 
Questionaire item eight was included for personal 
information. If each resident 11s closest friend could 
be determined, then a parallel between friends and the 
groups represented (in terms of location ) might be 
determined. However, the "closest friend" could not be 
a roommate since the location of the friend was to be 
utilized. 
The responses given in terms of names , if changed 
to the room number of the named individual , were charted. 
The following diagram indicates the result of the 
tabulation. 
Room or:=: 
CLOSEST 
FRH~ND 
THOMAS \-\ALl-
CHO\C ES 
1ST 2ND 3RO 
310 3\0 314 308 308 
ROON\ oF 
CLOS€ST 
FRIE~D 
DOUG\-AS \-\ALL 
CHOlCES 
1.ST 2.ND .3RD 
2.3\ 230 22.C.. 2t6 
Stairs 
TH l"\ S 
HALL 
Rest Rooms 
stairs 
329 
0 0 
·' 
19 
0 
~ 
0 
308000 
00 
312 
320 
324 
0 
326 
328 
0 
2..15 
DOUGLAS 
HALL 
z.n 
0 
I 
-
I 
-
f 
0 0 00 
2.\{c 2.\8 
20 
L --·-
0 
~ - \ 
OOO I 
2. 9 
~ 
.-....... ..., ___ 
Es--
- \ 
ROOMS 
! 
- l 
10000 
2.:i..o 2.2..2. 
I -
-
2.2.4 
'' 
1
0000 
OOO 
·- ..... ..-........ ~· - ~--
2. 25( 
I 00 
~-~·-.--.. 
2.2.l, 
I 00 
r 
L 
-
~LOSE\S 
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If the most popular rooms found by these means 
are compared to the most popular group-gathering rooms 
as found in the previous questions , the resul ts are 
as indicated below~ 
RoOM OF 
CLOSEST 
l=R\E.ND 
GRO\JP 
THOMl\S '4ALL 
CHO\tES 
1.ST ZND 3~0 
3to 3\o 
3o8 30'& ~'4 
CHO,CES 
1ST l.ND 3RO 
G~\H~\~G 308 3\ o 3\4 
ROOMS 
RooM OF 
CLOSEST 
FRlENO" 
OOUGL~.S HALL 
CHO\CES 
1ST 2.ND 3Rt> 
2.30 22.2. 2.3' 
- 2.lb 
CHO\CES 
1ST 2.NP ~D 
2.30 2.Z.2 2..3t 
2\b 
-
It is interesting to note that the rooms which drew 
the most votes via the 11best friend " method when 
compared to the most popular group- gathering rooms , are 
exactly the same . 
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Questionaire item nine: 
Item number nine is an item of personal preference. 
However, the results of item nine will be used later in 
conjunction with the results of item thirteen. The 
residents could choose from five categories: Very Good~ 
Good, Average, . Below Average, and for special situationsr 
Other. The following table indicates the results of 
the relationship. 
CATEGOR\ES 
VER~Gooo 5 5 
Gooo ''5 l "1 
' ~VE~A.GE s l 
_f.>El..OlU A~\; s 
OTt-\e.R. ~ 
Questionaire item ten: 
This question falls in the category of individual 
opinion. The findings followed the usual pattern of 
normal distribut1on. The Thomas Hall corridor indicated 
only two "yes" responses. This is believed to be because 
there are fewer group centers in Thomas Hall; and therefore 
there is less chance for this response . Below is a 
tabulation of the results. 
c ·ATEGORlES ntoM~ HN-L Jx)UGLAS HA\-1 .... 
~ES 2. s 
SOME.T\MES \g \0 
NO tO . -, 
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Questionaire item eleven: 
This i tern v·ac includer1 in order to compare the 
leaders of the corridor in some way with the group-
gathering rooms. There were insufficient returnP for 
any positive claim, but it was indicated that the rooms 
of the leaders vere usually the group- gathering rooms. 
Questionaire item twelve : 
Question twelve was used to esta-olish questionaire-
evld.erce t:lat the corridor groupings were not just 
casual groupings. The overall response was positive, 
but there was one negative vote . 
~uestionaire item thirteen: 
This item is one of group preference . The result 
of the tabulation of each corridor is found below . 
C~TEGOR\ES THOMt\S H1'L\- DoUGL/.\S ~ALL 
VER~ G-OOD 3 2. 
Gooo \b \ 3 
A.UERl\lbE' 
\ ' Co 
BELOW AVE~~E. '2. 
OT~ER 
The above are the results accord:n3 to the way each 
individual felt that his group related with the corridor 
chairman . The r&nge is greater in the Douglas Hall 
corridor, but it is probably the most accurate . 
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The members of Dot~las Hall, being older , have had more 
time to knov' the individual. In the Thomas Hall corridor 
most of the residents were fr eshmen . Therefore, they had 
had fewer asso ciations with the chosen individual. This 
tended to make their responses more general . 
~.hen item thirteen is compared to item nine the 
follo'.··ing results are obtained . 
THOM~S 
1-\f\LL 
CATEGORIES l:~°'v'DV"'-L GRooP 
OPIW\CN OP1N,Ot\J 
YEI'::.~ Goof) ..s 3 
Goon 15 \9 
A\iEF!~Gf: 8 7 
et:Ull\} f-k)c=PA.f...c 
GTt\ER.. . 
x 
D< 
)( 
~ 
< 
COUGlAS 
HALL 
INOIVlOUll\t.. GFVU~ 
OPtr.tON OP\HtON 
5 2. 
\7 l~ 
' " 5 2. 
In eac~1 corridor , grou~ interact ion h&s ·tempered' the 
individual so that the group relationship is much less 
broad . From the Thomas Hall corridor statistiqs; it is 
seen that the scores move from the extremes, Very Gooc 
~nd Average, to the middle c~tegorj , Good . The Douglas 
Hall corridor presents an even better example of grouJ 
interaction tempering the diverse incividual opinions . 
The two extreme categories, Very Good and Below ~veragr , 
each lost 40% of their responses to the midd le cRtegories. 
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Questionaire item fourteen: 
This item was included in the category of personal 
information. It was designed to see whether the members 
of the corridor had lived in association with each other 
enough to insure that fairly stable and lasting groups 
had been formed. In the Thomas Hall corridor the residents 
~ere in their third quarter of living together . In the 
Douglas Hall situation the residents had lived together 
for over a year . From this it vas concluded th~t the 
groupings were fairly stable, and that they had been 
formed over a period of at least six months . This meant 
that the responses would probably not change suddenly . 
~uestionaire item fifteen: 
Group preference is measured by this item . After 
the responses were tallied the results were as indicated 
on the graph below. 
C ~TE(!()R.\E.S THOMAS HA.U.. 
VER'i GOOD 5 ~ 3 
Goo.D \4 i) \5 
l\\)t:~A&E 9 . I) 4 
8C:LOW Pt\JE~ 
' 
x 
OTrtER ~ 
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If the responses to this question are compared with 
questionaire item four , the following relationship is 
present . 
VER~ Gooo 
Goop 
A\J E: \~AG-t:::: 
S & LOLI.) AUG~ 
~ 
GT \-\t:(< 
~GLAS 
HAl.L 
:tt'C>t-> •OUAL bf>....ooP ·rNJ\1\J\OQA\.... (e.Kol)\l 
Of\tlhON Q(>ll\hOl\J ()6l\l\l\OllJ ()P1llllOIV 
5 b 3 c.3 
l "+ l2.. 15 
' l 
9 9 4 4-
I 
From the comparison it can be seen that-in Thomas Hall 
the group attitude did not differ significantly fro~ the 
sum of the individual attitudes . This ms also found to 
be the case in the comparison of items nine and thirteen . 
On the basis of these two questions, group interaction in 
the large Thomas Hall groups does not sway individual 
opinion . 
I n the Douglas Hall situation it can be Eeen that 
the group opinion i s qu ite different from the sum of the 
individual opinions . This same relationship is present 
when items nine and thirteen are compared . It would appear 
that the groups in Douglas H~ll exert more pressure on the 
individual to conform to the group standards . 
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Questionaire items sixteen , seventeen , and eighteen: 
These items were included in the study, but they 
were of little value . Item sixteen was included for 
personal reasons , and the other two items were simply 
checks on the groups found . These three items concluded 
the questionaire~ 
CHAPTER I V 
SUMJvTARY AND CONCLUSION 
When the findings of the questionaire are 
summarized in terms of the original hypothesis , a 
positive correlation is evident . However the degree of 
the corr elation varies from stat ement t statement . 
Statement One 
The first statement of the original hypothesis , 
11 different physi cal structures have a different effect 
on group dynamics ," was shown to be correct under the con-
ditions of the study . Questionaire items five ,, six , and 
seven indicat ed t hat the two hal ls differed in the 
number of the group headquarters and/or meeting places. 
Furtter , questionaire item eight showed t~at the 
location of the group headquarters in the halls differed . 
They were apparently loc~ted without regard to the 
physical structure in Douglas Hall , but in ThomQs Hall 
they were found to be near the middle of the corritor 
O/posite t~1e rest facilities . 
The pairs of items , nine and thirteen , four and 
fifteen , indicated that the two corridors were different 
in terms of group interactio~ . Items nine and thirteen 
showed that the range of group opinion differed in the 
two halls , and tte pair four and fifteen indicated that 
28 
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the g~g_ree of group interaction differed in the two 
corridors . 
It is apparent after considerin~ the results of 
the above-mentioned items that the physical structures 
exerted influences on the group dynamics in the 
corridors . 
Statement 2A 
The hypothesis statement 2A , "the Tb.orras Hall 
structure discourages group dvna.mics," appears to be false 
according to the questionaire findings. However, these 
findings are true if only surface indications are con-
sidered . Ques tionaire item two points out that the 
resident interaction centers around three of four 
centrally-located rooms and that the interaction is 
between the sum of these p~ople. Therefore it appears 
that the Thomas Hall corridor encourages l arge group 
interaction. However the writer believes there is a str ong 
possibility that some to most of the individuals have 
little active part in the group processess . 
Statement 2B 
Hypothesis statement 2B, 11 the Douglas Hall structure 
encourages group dynamics, 11 was shown to be accurate 
according to the results obtained. There were four or 
more rooms which were shown to have the distinction of 
being group headquarters . 
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This was indicated in questions five, six , and seven . 
Since these groupings were shown to be rather small and 
at the same time, numberous, it seems logical to conclude 
that the Douglas Hall structure encourages group dynamics. 
Statement 3A 
Statement 3A, "the size of the dynamic-interaction 
groups in Thomas Hall will be smaller" was included in 
the hypothesis for two reasons. The first reason was that 
the length of the corridor would provide for more group 
organizations. Second, since there were rooms on only 
one side of the corridor, the groups formed would be 
small. These two factors . taken tbgeth'er , plus the fact 
that the distance was greater between the extreme rooms 
of the group , formed the hypothesis that the Thomas Hall 
arrangement would discourage group dynamics. However, 
rather than forming small, room-to-room groups , the 
opposite occurred. The majority of the residents moved 
to the center of the corridor and most of them became 
passive members of the large group so formed. Therefore, 
what needs to be determined is whether this group can meet 
the requirements of group interaction. 
Statement 3B 
"The size of the dynamic-interaction groups in Douglas 
Hall will be larger" was the second part of statement three. 
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It had been suspected that the physical facilities of 
Douglas Hall would provide for three or four groups 
composed of ~ight to ten members each. This was 
found to be the situation when questionaire items five, 
six, and seven were tabulated. The term "larger" was 
used because the writer was under the assumption that 
the groups formed in Thomas Hall would be small. 
Statement 4A 
It was assumed in hypothesi s statement 4A that 
"there would be more groups in the Thomas Hall 
arrangement." The findings indicated that there was 
one loosely-structured group, although it had been 
assumed that there would be many adjacent-room groups. 
The writer recommends tha t continued study be done on 
this type of physical structure and group dynamics. 
Statement 4B 
It was assumed that "there would be fewer groups in 
the Douglas Ha ll arrangement." The results from t he 
questionaire indicated that there were three or four 
groups, each composed of from eight to ten members. The 
group sizes were found to be suspected, but the Thomas 
Hall situation caused the wording of this statement to 
be faulty. 
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Conclusion 
There is a great emphasis on residence hall 
development today. Therefore , it is logical that there 
i5 a corresponding interest in the group interaction 
within these halls . It is suggested that further research · 
be done on the group situation as present in Thomas Hall . 
Particular emphasis should be placed on the participation 
of each member of the group~ In this way it can be 
determined whether there is an exchange of ideas~ or 
whether ideas are accepted as presented by the bulk of the 
group. 
In this paper the major difficulty was that there 
was nothing included in the questionaire which measured 
the "activity" of each group member. The groups were 
determined, but it was not possible to determine the 
quality of t he participation by using the original 
questionaire. 
It is believed that the Douglas Hall findings would 
be repeated if this study was made again. However,. this 
writer is not certain that the Thomas Hall findings 
would be repeated. The two factors which might change 
the results are: 
1. Thomas Hall was a new building at the 
time of the study. 
2. Thomas Hall contained a vast majority 
of sophomores. 
It is further recommended t hat this topic or a related 
topic be used as a follow up to this study. In this way 
our understanding of group dynamics can be increased. 
